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Spelling Reward Scheme 

 Level Award Requirements Spelling rules and lists  

P
h

a
s
e
 O

n
e
 

1 Red 15 words correct 

Days of the week 

colour words 

numbers to twenty 

months of the year 

2 Blue 15 words correct 
regular verb endings 

irregular tense changes 

3 Green 15 words correct 

Homophones, -igh, -ough, -ear 

prefixes: dis-, mis-, inter-, sub-, super-, re- 

‘ou’ words 

4 Yellow 20 words correct 

Medium frequency words 

-ckle, -able, double letter + le, -cle, -dle, -ble, -ible, -

ple, comparatives 

P
h

a
s
e
 T

w
o
 

5 
Red 

STAR 
20 words correct 

Y3-Y4 words lists from the new National Curriculum 

endings which sound like ‘shul’ 

Y5-Y6 words lists from the new National Curriculum 

affixes for diminutives (prefixes and suffixes 

meaning ‘small’) 

words with silent letters 

homophones and other words that are often 

confused the suffix -ous 

6 
Blue 

STAR 
20 words correct 

ful, -ly, -ive, ic, -ist 

in-, im-, ir-, il- 

latin prefixes 

words with ‘ee’ sound spelt ei after c 

use of the hyphen 

adding suffixes beginning with vowel letters to 

words ending in –fer 

7 
Green 

STAR 
25 words correct 

-cian, - sion, -tion, -ssion 

ci-, ce-, cy, ca-, co- 

connectives 

Y5-Y6 words lists from the new National Curriculum 

8 
Yellow 

STAR 
25 words correct 

Unstressed vowels and consonants 

subject specific vocabulary 

-tious, -cious 

-ant, -ance, -ence, -ency, -tial, -cial, -ible, -able 
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PHASE ONE Level 1 (Red Award) 

In the test, you will be given fifteen words from the lists below and you must spell them all correctly 

to achieve your Red Award. Days of the week and months of the year must have a capital letter. 

Days of the week Colours 

Monday red brown 

Tuesday blue grey 

Wednesday yellow pink 

Thursday green orange 

Friday purple white 

Saturday black  

Sunday violet  

 

Months of the year Numbers to twenty 

January July one eleven 

February August two twelve 

March September three thirteen 

April October four fourteen 

May November five fifteen 

June December six sixteen 

  seven seventeen 

  eight eighteen  

  nine nineteen 

  ten twenty 
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Level 2 (Blue Award) 

In the test, you will be given fifteen words from the lists below and you must spell them all correctly 

to achieve your Blue Award. 

Regular verb endings 

Typical of most words Verb ends in single consonant 
letter 

Verb ends in consonant -y 

cooks cooked cooking drops dropped dropping carries carried carrying 

plays played playing grabs grabbed grabbing cries cried crying 

jumps jumped jumping stops stopped stopping tries tried trying 

works worked working hugs hugged hugging spies spied spying 

looks looked looking hops hopped hopping marries married marrying 

Verb ends in -e 
 

Verb ends in hissing or buzzing 
sound 

   

saves saved saving rushes rushed rushing    

loves loved loving hisses hissed hissing    

notes noted noting washes washed washing    

bathes bathed bathing touches touched touching     

 

Irregular tense changes 
These words do not follow the same pattern as the regular verbs so they are more difficult! You will 
be asked to spell the past tense verb but you will only be given the present tense. For example: 
“Write the past tense of ‘think’.” 

Present Past Present Past Present Past 

blow blew think thought eat ate 

grow grew fight fought go went 

throw threw buy bought is was 

know knew take took are were 

sing sang shake shook hear heard 

ring rang wear wore make made 

drink drank tear tore sit sat 

begin began tell told catch caught 

feed fed sell sold bite bit 

meet met write wrote send sent 

creep crept drive drove bend bent 

sleep slept speak spoke hide hid 
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Level 3 (Green Award) 

In the test, you will be given fifteen words from the lists below and you must spell them all correctly 

to achieve your Green Award. 

-igh -ough -ear 

light rough bear 

fight enough hear 

night cough wear 

right thought dreary 

bright though learn 

slight thorough fear 

fright through  

eight tough  

weight   

height   

 

Homophones (These are words that sound the same but have different meanings and are spelt 

differently. Learn the meanings and the spellings). 

were where we’re 

their they’re there 

to too two 

be bee  

see sea  

new knew  

right write  

through threw  

here hear  

hole whole  

flour flower  

   

Prefixes 

dis- mis- inter- sub- super- re- 

disappoint misbehave interact submerge supermarket reappear 

disagree mislead intercity subheading superman refresh 

disobey misspell international submarine superstar return 

      

‘ou’ words 

young touch trouble country double county 
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Level 4 (Yellow Award) 

In the test, you will be given twenty words and you must spell them all correctly to achieve your 

Yellow Award. 

Comparative words (Learn the words in bold) 

Typical words -e words Short vowels -y words 

quick quicker quickest nice nicer nicest big bigger biggest happy happier happiest 

cold colder coldest later later latest hot hotter hottest chilly chillier chilliest 

long longer longest close closer closest thin thinner thinnest funny funnier funniest 

tall taller tallest ripe riper ripest fast faster fastest lucky luckier luckiest 

 

-ckle -able Double 
letter + le 

-cle -dle -ble -ible -ple 

chuckle table bubble uncle candle double sensible example 

prickle vegetable apple cycle handle trouble horrible simple 

tickle reliable ripple icicle needle bible Legible crumple 

cackle cable paddle obstacle noodle fable forcible dimple 

trickle adorable nettle miracle poodle humble   

 considerable cuddle circle bundle grumble   

 dependable sizzle bicycle  rumble   

  wriggle      

  hobble      

Medium Frequency words (these are common words that are used often in the English language). 

might sometimes walked without those 

money sound watch woke thought 

morning started where word through 

mother still while work today 

much stopped white world together 

near such whole write told 

never suddenly why year tries 

number sure window young turn 

often swimming right paper important 

only think round place between 

opened other upon small different 

second under used something balloon 

 show until own outside brought 

above both garden before every 

across brother goes began eyes 

almost follow great being father 

along can’t half below first 

also change happy better friends 

always clothes head children earth 

animals coming heard birthday found 

any didn’t high know lady 

around does I’m jumped won’t 

asked don’t leave knew couldn’t 

baby during inside light wouldn’t 
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PHASE TWO Level 5 (Red STAR Award) 

In the test, you will be given twenty words and you must spell them all correctly to achieve your Red 

STAR award. 

Word list for Years 3 and 4 (new National Curriculum) 

accidentally caught eighth interest mention perhaps sentence thought 

actually complete favourite island minute probably strength through 

answer continue fruit knowledge naughty peculiar suppose various 

believe decide group learn occasion potatoes special weight 

breath describe guide length opposite popular therefore woman 

breathe difficult height library ordinary regular though women 

business disappear history medicine pressure question although straight 

build different heard natural promise remember strange separate 

circle experience increase notice purpose reign surprise position 

 

Word list for Years 5 and 6 (new National Curriculum) 

according bargain develop individual queue 

achieve bruise disastrous interfere restaurant 

aggressive category definite leisure suggest 

ancient committee excellent neighbour sufficient 

average communicate frequently muscle system 

 

Words with silent letters (i.e. letters whose presence cannot be predicted from pronunciation of the 
word) 

doubt Island lamb solemn thistle knight 

 

Homophones and other words that are often confused (learn the meanings and the spellings) 

advise devise farther aloud eligible guessed practise 

advice device further allowed illegible guest practice 

       

The suffix -ous 

dangerous tremendous courageous serious vigorous mountainous various 

 

 

Affixes for diminutives (prefixes and suffixes meaning ‘small’) 

mini- -ette -ling mirco- 

minibus kitchenette sapling microscope 

miniscule maisonette duckling microchip 

miniature  weakling microfilm 

mini-beasts   microphone 

minimum    

    

Endings which sound like ‘shul’ 

official artificial partial essential confidential 
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Level 6 (Blue STAR Award) 

In the test, you will be given twenty words from the lists below and you must spell them all correctly.  

Suffixes (-ful, -ly, -ive, -ic, -ist) 

-ful -ly -ive -ic -ist 

hopeful quickly explosive photographic extremist 

hurtful secretively corrosive terrific machinist 

wishful thickly expensive allergic violinist 

beautiful jokingly relative horrific artist 

careful strangely narrative comic balloonist 

merciful speedily active energetic instrumentalist 

wonderful normally decorative scientific specialist 

painful wholly furtive manic novelist 

thankful curiously massive acidic stockist 

Latin prefixes  

If you learn the prefix it will make the rest of the spelling easier. 

auto circ bi tele trans multi- 

autograph circumference bisect telephone transport multiple 

autobiography circus bicycle telegraph transfer multiply 

automatic circulate bifocals telescope transparent multiplicity 

automobile circle biplane television transplant multitude 

automatic circular  telephoto transmit  

 circumstance  telepathy transatlantic  

 circumnavigate   translate  

Prefixes meaning not (in-, im-, ir-, il-) 

in- im- ir- il- 

inactive immature irregular illegal 

indecent immobile irrational illiterate 

incapable impossible irresponsible illegible 

incredible impatient irresistible illogical 

inaccurate impolite   

inoperative imbalance   

    

Vowel letters to words ending in –fer (the r is not doubled if the –fer is no longer stressed) 

referred preferred referring preferring 

transferred reference preference transference 
    

Use of the hyphen 

co-ordinate re-enter co-operate co-own 

    

Words with ‘ee’ sound spelt ei after c 

deceive receive perceive ceiling 
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Level 7 (Green STAR Award) 

In the test, you will be given twenty-five words and you must spell them all correctly. 

Suffixes (that sound like ‘shun’) 

-cian -sion -tion -ssion 

optician extension fiction session 

magician confusion fraction profession 

politician explosion direction discussion 

electrician collision attention mission 

physician transfusion proportion possession 

 corrosion nation succession 

 exclusion education passion 

 

Letter ‘c’ usually sounds soft when followed by i, e and y. 

ci- ce- cy- ca- co- 

cinema ceiling cynic calendar coat 

city cereal bicycle camera cobweb 

decimal December cyclist cardigan cough 

incident celebrate cylinder recap column 

circle celebrity mercy cancel disco 

circus recent fancy Canada collection 

decide centre cypress   

accident except cyclone   

circular ceremony    

circuit receive    

discipline celery    

 deceit    

 

Connective words and phrases 

furthermore until nonetheless because meanwhile 

henceforward therefore notwithstanding alternatively consequently 

despite whereas additionally whenever although 

moreover whatever whoever wherever however 

instead in contrast besides anyway secondly 

as a result of finally simultaneously concurrently eventually 

 

Word list for Years 5 and 6 (new National Curriculum) 

awkward conscious immediately parliament 

accommodate conscience desperate profession 

accompany controversy mischievous recommend 

amateur correspond nuisance secretary 

appreciate criticise opportunity yacht 
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Level 8 (Yellow STAR Award) 

In the test, you will be given twenty-five words and you must spell them all correctly. 

-cious -tious -ant, -ance, -ence, -ency, -tial, -cial, -ible, -able (mixed) 

vicious fictitious observant frequency incredible 

precious infectious hesitant obedience official 

conscious nutritious tolerant artificial noticeable 

delicious cautious expectant substantial independence 

malicious  observance assistant reliable 

suspicious  tolerance assistance decency 

ambitious  substance understandable partial 

  innocent reasonable considerable 

 

Unstressed vowels and unstressed consonants 

animal miniature predict stationary 

conference offering desperate definite 

centre company explanatory prosperous 

secretary interesting disinterest interested 

separate literature February memorable 

reference prepare messenger astronomy 

history consonant describe Wednesday 

margarine medicine parliament voluntary 

abandoned original carpet description 

boundary business category poisonous 

dictionary difference different definitely 

easily library marvellous miserable 

factory hospital deafening primary 

frightening general generous generally 

vegetable doctor geography skeleton 

jewellery benefit fattening January 

dandelion television similar familiar 

environment government handbag handkerchief 

cupboard raspberry champagne castle 

sign doubt doubtful surprise 

 

English words Maths words Science words 

alliteration quadrilateral interdependence respiration 

onomatopoeia adjacent organism microorganism 

pronunciation circumference hypothesis thermometer 

synonym parallelogram electricity hygiene 

figurative isosceles alkaline particles 

rhyme perpendicular adaptation  

consonant symmetrical vertebrate  


